Referee #1
In this paper several experiments are conducted to explore the sensi vity of a convec ve scale
ensemble-based data assimila on system to the: length of the assimila on window, inclusion of addi ve
inﬂa on, variance of the reﬂec vity error. The experiments are conducted using real radar observa ons and
combining latent heat nudging with the assimila on of conven onal observa ons and radar reﬂec vity.
Although the topic is relevant and the experiments presented by the authors are interes ng. I think that
some aspects of the manuscript needs improvement. I give details of these in the following comments.
Major comments:
Some aspects of the presenta on needs to be improved. For example, some paragraphs needs to be
reorganized to improve the clarity of the manuscript. Also some ﬁgures can be merged in order to reduce
the total number of ﬁgures in the paper. I provide examples of these changes as minor comments.
A reply to each comment is provided in the “Minor comments” sec on, indica ng also the changes made to
the document.
In this paper Latent Heat Nudging is combined with “direct” assimila on of radar reﬂec vity using EnKF. The
introduc on suggests that what is examined in this paper is the assimila on of radar reﬂec vity, however all
the experiments use Latent Heat Nudging of precipita on es mated from radar reﬂec vity. I feel that the
objec ve of the work should be reformulated since what is being explored is the added value of the LHN
with “direct” assimila on of reﬂec vity. In this context an experiment which do not used LHN will also
provide interes ng results for comparison and discussion and will strength the conclusions. Also, if this is
the focus of the paper references of previous work discussing these issues should be included in the
introduc on. I believe that LHN and EnKF has been combined in the development of the Rapid Update Cycle
developed for the US.
As suggested by both the reviewers, an experiment (rad60_nolhn) in which conven onal data and
reﬂec vity volumes are assimilated without LHN is added to the manuscript. Details of the set-up employed
are described in sec on 2.4 (as for all the other experiments) while results and the comparison with rad60
(in which LHN is applied together to the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes) are provided in sec on 3.1.
No signiﬁcant changes can be no ced in the results when comparing rad60 and rad60_nolhn. Therefore, it is
decided to not switch oﬀ the LHN for the other experiments. In fact, this choice does not aﬀect the results
of the sensi vity tests that are presented in this work and, at the same me, the LHN allows to use radar
derived informa on on the state of the atmosphere in the whole Italian country, despite reﬂec vity
volumes can be assimilated, at present, only over Northern Italy.
Some modiﬁca ons and addi ons are made in the abstract, in the introduc on and in the conclusions to
be er empathize the use of LHN in combina on to the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes. Furthermore, it
is explici ed that a test is performed to evaluate the impact of switching oﬀ LHN when reﬂec vity volumes
are assimilated
Minor comments
P1L6 -We evaluated the impact or In this work the impact of … is evaluated
Done.
P1L8 – SAL is not described.
A brief explana on of the SAL technique was already provided but, to improve the clarity, the sentence is
modiﬁed as follows:
A 4 days test case on February 2017 is considered and the veriﬁca on of QPFs is performed using the SAL
technique, an object-based method which allows to decompose the error in precipita on ﬁelds in terms of
structure (S), amplitude (A) and loca on (L).
P1L9 - Missing stop before Results
Done.

P1L12 of addi ve inﬂa on
Done.
P1L19 from the issue of … to decision making in …
Done.
P1L22 - convec on allowing models are a signiﬁcant improvement in this direc on. I think this should be
men oned explicitly because it allows the use of reﬂec vity data to improve the ini al condi ons.
The sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
In recent years, the increase of available compu ng resources has allowed to increment NWP spa al
resolu on and to improve the accuracy of parametriza on schemes, enabling to develop
convec on-permi ng models (Clark et al., 2016).
P2L9 can you provide a reference for this?
Done: Schraﬀ et al., 2016.
P2P14 - Recently par cle ﬁlter has been successfully applied to convec ve allowing data assimila on see for
example: Poterjoy, J.,2016: A Localized Par cle Filter for High-Dimensional Nonlinear Systems. Mon. Wea.
Rev., 144, 59–76, h ps://doi.org/10.1175/MWR-D-15-0163.1
This sentence is added and a previous sentence (in the new version of the manuscript is P2L10) is changed
according to this addi on:
Another op on may be to employ par cle ﬁlters but, despite the eﬀorts to overcome the dimensionality
challenges of these assimila on techniques (e.g. Poterjoy, 2016), it is s ll not feasible for opera onal
applica ons.
P2L25 There are some previous work as well that deal with the issue of assimila on reﬂec vity in an EnKF
star ng (as far as I know) from the following paper: Snyder, C. and F. Zhang, 2003: Assimila on of Simulated
Doppler Radar Observa ons with an Ensemble Kalman Filter. Mon. Wea. Rev., 131, 1663–1677,
h ps://doi.org/10.1175//2555.1
The sentence and the subsequent one are modiﬁed as follows:
Conversely, only few tries have been made to directly assimilate reﬂec vity volumes in a convec on
permi ng model employing EnKF techniques (e.g. Snyder and Zhang, 2003), especially in an opera onal
framework (Bick et al., 2016). Despite some promising results, many issues aﬀect the assimila on of
reﬂec vity volumes at high spa al resolu on and several aspects need to be further inves gated.
P2L29 I think this sentence may need more clariﬁca on. There is no men on to non-linear eﬀects. I believe
that one of the main reasons why a short window is desirable is because non linear eﬀects will become
important for longer windows.
The sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
In EnKF methods, a short window would be desirable to avoid that dynamical features leave the area where
computed localized increments are signiﬁcant (Buehner et al., 2010a) and to be er preserve the gaussianity
of the ensemble which can be compromised by non-lineari es (Fer ng et al., 2007).
P2L32: Why when reﬂec vity volumes are assimilated the window length becomes more crucial?
Due to their high resolu on, reﬂec vity observa ons can be er deﬁne the small-scale features of weather
phenomena. To improve the understanding, the sentence is modiﬁed as follow:
When reﬂec vity volumes are assimilated, the window length becomes even more crucial since these
observa ons allow to catch small scale features of the atmosphere (Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016).
P3L1 by the use of short localiza on scales.
Done.

P3L2 replace instability by imbalance (this also applies to other parts of the manuscript).
Done.
P3L6 are known
Done.
P3L4 In this paragraph the issue of observa on error correla on should be men oned as an addi onal
challenge when dealing with radar data assimila on.
This sentence is added:
Finally, a further challenge is the es ma on of the observa onal error correla on especially when dealing
with radar data assimila on, due to the high density of this type of observa ons.
Figure 2, 3 and 4 can be merged into one single ﬁgure.
We merged ﬁgures 2 and 3. We have decided to keep Figure 4 separate as it relates purely to the
veriﬁca on of results. In addi on, we decided to plot, over the veriﬁca on domain, the rain-gauges sta ons
used in the veriﬁca on. As a result, some small modiﬁca ons are made in sec ons 2.3 and 2.5.
P4L14 Is this scheme an online es ma on scheme? What is the horizontal localiza on scale used in the
experiments?
RTPP is an online scheme.
For horizontal localiza on, an 80km length scale is used for conven onal data (as Bick, 2016) while 16km for
radar volumes (as Bick, 2016). The following sentences are added at the ﬁrst paragraph of sec on 2.2 to
include these informa on:
To avoid spurious long-distance correla ons in the background error covariance matrix, analyses are
performed independently for each model grid point taking into account only nearby observa ons
(observa on localiza on). Observa ons are weighted according to their distance from the grid point
considered using the Gaspari-Cohn correla on func on (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). In the present work, two
diﬀerent values of the Gaspari-Cohn localiza on length-scale are employed for conven onal and radar
observa ons: 80 km for the former, 16 km for the la er (as done by Bick et al., 2016).
P5L4 A discussion of possible implica ons of using a B matrix designed for low resolu on models should be
presented here. It would also be good to discuss previous work that shows posi ve impact associated with
the inclusion of addi ve noise for convec ve scale data assimila on: Dowell, D.C. and L.J. Wicker, 2009:
Addi ve Noise for Storm-Scale Ensemble Data Assimila on. J. Atmos. Oceanic Technol., 26,
911–927,h ps://doi.org/10.1175/2008JTECHA1156.1
Some addi ons and modiﬁca ons have been made in the last part of the paragraph:
Since Q is not known, it is assumed to be propor onal (by a factor smaller than 1) to a sta c background
error covariance B (Mitchell and Houtekamer, 2000). This technique has already been employed with a
posi ve impact in convec ve scale data assimila on (e.g. Dowell and Wicker, 2009). In the present work,
addi ve inﬂa on is used together with mul plica ve inﬂa on and to RTPP only in one experiment,
employing a climatological B-matrix from the 3D-VAR of the Icosahedral Nonhydrosta c (ICON) global
model (Zängl et al., 2015). Although the use of a lower resolu on B-matrix may not allow to properly
characterize the model error at the smallest scales, the same conﬁgura on has been gainfully employed at
MeteoSwiss (Leuenberger and Merker, 2018).
P5L13, the paragraph star ng here should be merged with the previous paragraph.
Done. Note that the whole paragraph regarding LHN has been moved at the end of the sec on. In this way,
ﬁrst all observa ons (conven onal and non conven onal) assimilated by KENDA are described, then those
employed for the LHN are described.

P5L15 remove the :). Also it would be good to provide a reference for the quality control that is applied to
radar data in general.
The reference for the quality control has been added and the statement has been changed to be er explain
how this control is carried out, as follows:
Data coming from each sta on undergo a quality control that removes those with low quality. The quality
depends on diﬀerent factors such as ground clu er, beam blocking, range distance, ver cal variability and
a enua on as described in Rinollo et al. (2013).
How is the issues associated with complex terrain handled in this case (e.g. beam blocking)
For the SRI product the eﬀect of the beam blocking is combined with the other parameters that enter into
the genera on of quality. The use of diﬀerent radars to generate the composite, taking for diﬀerent radars
the points with the highest quality, fulﬁll the domain and the direct beam blocking eﬀect is lost.
P6L1 This sentence is not clear please revise it.
The sentence and the previous one are modiﬁed as follows:
The scheme, which is applied con nuously during the integra on of the model, acts in rescaling
temperature proﬁles with an adjustment of the humidity ﬁeld according to the ra o between observed and
modelled rain rates. LHN has been gainfully employed in diﬀerent frameworks, including forecasts over
complex terrain (Leuenberger and Rossa, 2004; Leuenberger and Rossa, 2007).
Figure 3 should include the eﬀect of beam blocking to have a be er idea of the area actually covered by the
radar
The ﬁgure 3 has been merged to ﬁgure 2.
As speciﬁed in two previous answers, due to the fact that it arises from a composite, the SRI product fulﬁll
the domain presented in ﬁgure. The four radars highlighted in red are assimilated in the KENDA system
taking all data volumes, for this reason it has less sense to indicate where radar beams are blocked, because
this aﬀects only ﬁrst eleva ons and eleva ons higher than ﬁrsts have the same domain. The cap on of the
ﬁgure is misleading. For this reason it has been changed.
P6L15 Here it would be nice to add a reference for the data quality control.
Reﬂec vity volumes used in the KENDA systems come directly from two diﬀerent Regional Meteorological
Services. For this reason they are subject to diﬀerent cleaning procedures described, if present, by internal
documenta on in italian, not suitable for being used as a reference.
P7L5 Is the superobbing approach used also in the ver cal? Is the superobbing considered in the
observa on operator as well?
Superobbing is applied only in the horizontal to both the observed and simulated ﬁeld, as well as the
threshold of 5 dBZ.. To avoid misunderstandings about this, the subsequent sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
Furthermore, before performing superobbing on the observed and simulated ﬁelds, a threshold of 5 dBZ is
applied to both ﬁelds in order to avoid that large innova ons associated to non-precipita ng signals would
lead to large analysis increments without physical relevance.
P7L10 What do the authors mean by “on average along the ver cal”?
It meant that the whole volume was taken into account in its en rety, calcula ng errors spanning all the
ver cal extension of data. The sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
Employing all radar data available during the test case, a reﬂec vity observa onal error equal to 5 dBZ is
es mated, as found also by Tong and Xue (2005).
P7L13 In this sec on a descrip on of the experimental se ng is presented. The clarity of the ﬁrst two
paragraphs needs to be improved. For example some opera onal systems are men oned that are not used
in the rest of the paper. It would be good to have a comparison between the opera onal systems and the

experimental system, but in this sec on only the informa on regarding the experiments should be included.
Table I cap on, replace trial by experiment
The opera onal system is men oned because several aspects of it (like boundary condi ons) are replicated
in the experimental set-up. Furthermore, the whole opera onal set-up is substan ally used in the conv60
experiment, the “control” experiment against which we evaluate if the assimila ons of reﬂec vity volumes
is advantageous. Anyway to improve the understanding, some small modiﬁca ons have been made to
sec on 2.4 and, in par cular, P7L29 (which in the new version of the manuscript is P8L21) is modiﬁed as
follows:
In the control experiment, called conv60, the set-up of the opera onal chain, described in the previous two
paragraphs, is replicated. In par cular, this means that in conv60 experiment only conven onal data are
assimilated using KENDA through cycles of 60 minutes and the LHN is performed during the forecast step of
each assimila on cycle.
Which is the output frequency of the model for the data assimila on cycle?
The output frequency is equal to the me step of model, that is equal to 18 seconds.
P8L13 from February 3rd to February 7th
Done.
P8L16 new precipita on systems
Done.
Veriﬁca on: It would be nice to show some examples of how the analysis look like and how the forecast
look like in comparison with the observa ons. This will help to have a general idea on how well the system
is working and how accurate the forecasts are.
Even if we understand the point of the reviewer, we do not think that showing a case in which the
assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes improves the accuracy of forecast can really add some useful
informa on to the reader. In fact, as shown by veriﬁca on scores, case in which a posi ve impact can be
found alternates to some in which the impact is nega ve. At the same me, we agree with the reviewer
who said that the number of ﬁgures was already quite large.
The ﬁgure in which the areal averaged precipita on is shown is based on the use of dependent data for the
veriﬁca on of the assimila on system. The authors said that since all the experiment are veriﬁed in this way
this should not be a problem. However for me this is not convincing, since valida ng with dependent data
might not detect issues like overﬁ ng. An analysis closes to the observa on is not necessarily the best
analysis.
Veriﬁca on based on areal averaged precipita on employs independent data, since the only observa ons
considered are rain-gauges which are not assimilated. To improve the understanding, some modiﬁca ons
have been done in sec on 2.5.
P9L15 Describe the SAL acronym
SAL acronym (which derives from the name of components) is now described in the abstract of the paper.
In the veriﬁca on sec on was already present.
P9L17 Here the authors said that SRI observa ons are not independent, however the SAL approach is
applied to the precipita on forecasts and not to the analysis. In this sense the observa ons are independent
because these observa ons has not been assimilated yet.
P9L17 and P9L18 are removed

P9L30 Please provide more detailed explana on on this limita on of SAL. My understanding from this
paragraph is that SAL can only work with one precipita on system at a me. But this is diﬃcult to guarantee
even if the domain is very small as proposed by the authors.
The problem of using SAL in a large domain is that, if precipita ng system are strongly diﬀerent, results will
not be representa ve for the weakest system. To be er explain the problem this sentence is added:
In fact, if the domain contains strongly diﬀering meteorological systems, then results obtained using the SAL
technique may not be representa ve for the weakest one.
P10L16 Only results concerning 1 mm are shown. Are the results sensi ve to the threshold used in the SAL
method? Can the authors comment on the results obtained with other thresholds as well?
Veriﬁca on with SAL has been done also using a threshold of 3 mm, but results are not included in the
manuscript because they are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those obtained with a 1 mm threshold. Anyway,
we add a sentence in the paper about this (P12L9 of the new version of the manuscript):
Veriﬁca on using a 3 mm threshold was also performed but, since results do not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from
those obtained with a 1 mm threshold, they are not shown here.
We report here the plots: on the le the ones for a 1 mm threshold (shown in the paper), on the right those
with a 3mm threshold.
When comparing conv60 to rad60, rad60_nolhn and rad60_Bm no signiﬁcant diﬀerence can be no ced and
the conclusions wri en in the manuscript are unaﬀected: the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes (applying
or not at the same me LHN) does not improve consistently the accuracy of forecast precipita on; instead,
using addi ve inﬂa on slightly worsen results.

When considering the length of assimila on cycles, small diﬀerences can be no ced when using a threshold
of 3 mm instead of 1 mm. At forecast me +3h, rad15 is the worst while rad30 and rad60 are similar. At
+6h, rad30 is slightly be er than rad60. Anyway, as stated in the manuscript, shortening the length of
assimila on cycles does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the accuracy of forecast precipita on.

Finally, regarding the reﬂec vity observa onal error (roe), veriﬁca on with a 3mm threshold (below) leads
to same conclusions obtained when considering a 1 mm threshold (above). When a very small value of roe
(0.5dBZ) is employed to assimilate reﬂec vi es throughout cycles of 15 min, accuracy of precipita on
forecasts is strongly worsened. On the contrary, using a roe=10dBZ does not have a relevant impact.

P12L8 It is not clear how the kine c energy spectra can be used to iden fy the eﬀect of the imbalance. May
be the evolu on of the spectra with the forecast lead me would be a be er tool to detect the presence of
small scale noise that arises as a consequence of the assimila on of observa ons (in a similar way as it is
done with pressure tendencies).
What we want to assess here is if shortening cycles from 60 minutes to 15 minutes introduces small scale
noise in the analyses. Following Skamarock (2004), the fact that KE spectra are iden cal for the two
experiments (especially at the highest wavenumbers) allows us to state that no imbalances are introduced
when employing 15 minutes cycles instead of 60 minutes cycles. To improve the understanding of this point,
the sentence P12L11 in the original version of the manuscript (P14L7 in the new version of the manuscript)
is modiﬁed as follows:
Kine c energy spectra of rad15 (red) and rad60 (green) are almost overlapping, even at very small
wavelength, indica ng that shortening the length of cycles from 60 to 15 minutes does not introduce
imbalances in the analyses(Skamarock, 2004).

Referee #2
General comments:
I do recognize the authors’ eﬀorts on assimila ng the radar data in their regional data assimila on system,
KENDA. However, I felt that the setups of the experiments cannot clearly illustrate the impact of radar
reﬂec vity on precipita on predic on, given that radar informa on has been injected into the model state
through latent heat nudging. Also, with a high-resolu on setup, it is somewhat surprising that there is no
beneﬁt from more rapid updates. I am also concerned a poten al systema c underes ma on of
precipita on (and humidity) when a strong dependence on radar data is tested. These seem to lead to
issues of radar data quality or how the authors handle the raw radar data. Based on these concerns, I will
recommend major revision for this manuscript and hope the authors can address the following comments
in their revised manuscript.
Major comments:
1. I understand that the assimila on conﬁgura on used in this study a empts to be close to the opera on
se ngs as much as they could. However. a big ques on is whether the jus ﬁca on of the impact from radar
data on precipita on is fair, given that the precipita on nudging is always applied and the observa ons for
veriﬁca on contains both informa on of radar and surface rain gauges. Is it possible to conduct experiments
without LHN for clean comparison? E.g. an experiment assimilates conven onal data only and compares
with the experiment that assimilates conven onal and radar data. And, compare the results with the rain
gauges data?
● Does the result imply that LHN is more eﬀec ve than radar data assimila on?
As suggested by both the reviewers, an experiment (rad60_nolhn) in which conven onal data and
reﬂec vity volumes are assimilated without LHN is added to the manuscript. Details of the set-up employed
are described in sec on 2.4 (as for all the other experiments) while results and the comparison with rad60
(in which LHN is applied together to the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes) are provided in sec on 3.1.
No signiﬁcant changes can be no ced in the results when comparing rad60 and rad60_nolhn. This means
that LHN is no more eﬀec ve than radar data assimila on. Therefore, it is decided to not switch oﬀ the LHN
for the other experiments. In fact, this choice does not aﬀect the results of the sensi vity tests that are
presented in this work and, at the same me, the LHN allows to use radar derived informa on on the state
of the atmosphere in the whole Italian country, despite reﬂec vity volumes can be assimilated, at present,
only over Northern Italy.
Some modiﬁca ons and addi ons are made in the abstract, in the introduc on and in the conclusions to
be er empathize the use of LHN in combina on to the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes. Furthermore, it
is explici ed that a test is performed to evaluate the impact of switching oﬀ LHN when reﬂec vity volumes
are assimilated.
Regarding veriﬁca on, we stress that areal average precipita on (Figure 4 in the new version of the
manuscript) is computed during the assimila on cycles and using rain-gauges as observa ons (independent
data, since they are not assimilated). Regarding SAL veriﬁca on, it is applied to the forecasts. In this sense
the observa ons (radar es ma on corrected by rain-gauges) are independent because these observa ons
has not been assimilated yet.
2. Intui vely, the assimila on of radar data is expected to improve the precipita on. It doesn’t seem to be a
reasonable choice to me that only examining the absolute value of the components of SAL, without trying
to dis nguish the possibility of overforecas ng or underes ma on of the precipita on.
Although in the manuscript only the absolute value of the components of SAL is shown, we have looked
carefully at SAL values for each experiment and forecast. Only when signiﬁcant results are found (like the
underes ma on of average precipita on in rad15_roe0.5 experiment) they are reported in the manuscript.
Therefore we don’t think that there is a way to show results (synthe cally) be er than the one we provided.
● In most of the literate using radar data, the impact is mostly seen in the ﬁrst 6-h forecast and some
even only last for 3 hours. Do the authors see a clear impact for the 1-h or 2-h lead me?
When considering precipita on accumulated hourly and applying a 1 mm threshold for the

veriﬁca on (see ﬁgure below), a clear posi ve impact when assimila ng reﬂec vity volumes can be
no ced at forecast lead me +2h, while a small posi ve impact can be no ced at +1h and +3h (in
this case, especially for rad60 that is when LHN is applied together to the assimila on of reﬂec vity
volumes). In this ar cle, we focused on longer forecast lead mes because they are much more
interes ng from an opera onal point of view.

3. It is not too surprising to me that rad60_BM has a worse performance since the perturba ons used to
augment the ensemble-based background error covariance may be in larger scale. I will suggest either
remove this experiment or illustrate the reasons that degrades the performance.
Actually, using the same set-up (perturba ons from the ICON model into regional data assimila on with
COSMO and KENDA) has been gainfully employed at MeteoSwiss (Leuenberger, D. and Merker, C.: “Addi ve
Covariance Inﬂa on in an opera onal, convec ve-scale NWP Ensemble Kalman Filter Assimila on System”,
Poster contribu on at the Interna onal Symposium on Data Assimila on (ISDA) 2018,
h ps://isda2018.wavestoweather.de/5 program/poster_presenta ons/p6_1_leuenberger.pdf.).
Anyway, to improve the understanding, some modiﬁca ons/addi ons are made from P5L21 in the new
version of the manuscript:
Since Q is not known, it is assumed to be propor onal (by a factor smaller than 1) to a sta c background
error covariance B (Mitchell and Houtekamer, 2000). This technique has already been employed with a
posi ve impact in convec ve scale data assimila on (e.g. Dowell and Wicker, 2009). In the present work,
addi ve inﬂa on is used together with mul plica ve inﬂa on and to RTPP only in one experiment,
employing a climatological B-matrix from the 3D-VAR of the Icosahedral Nonhydrosta c (ICON) global
model (Zängl et al., 2015). Although the use of a lower resolu on B-matrix may not allow to properly
characterize the model error at the smallest scales, the same conﬁgura on has been gainfully employed at
MeteoSwiss (Leuenberger and Merker, 2018).
4. It is unclear to a ribute the degrada on of using a sub-hourly assimila on window to loca on of rainfall
nuclei (Page 13, line, 4). Can the authors explain why a more rapid update (15 or 30-min window) lead to a
worse performance than the one using a 60-min window since using a short assimila on window does not
introduce the imbalance issue?
When we no ced the small degrada on of performance associated to shorter cycle, we thought that the
cause might be the applica on of some balance constraints (hydrosta c and satura on adjustments) when
compu ng analysis. With shorter cycles they are applied more frequently. So, we decided to remove them

but results were almost unaﬀected. Therefore, it is not yet clear to us why results degradates but we want
to stress that the degrada on is really small and when considering diﬀerent threshold (like 3mm) for the
veriﬁca on the degrada on becomes even smaller.
5. The authors explain that a larger A component in SAL with the use of small observa on error (roe0.5) is
due to a systema c underes ma on of the average precipita on over the domain or as the example
showing a result of decreased humidity. With a strong conﬁdence in observa ons, such results will be highly
dominated by the characteris cs of the radar reﬂec vity data. Do the authors observe that the rain
es mated by radar data is underes mated as compared with the rain gauge data? Is there a calibra on
issue such as the a enua ng eﬀect in radar data or the QC procedure (O-B > 5dBz) before the
superobserva ons were constructed?
Raw radar volumes are pre-processed before their use in the KENDA system. Volumes come from diﬀerent
Regional Meteorological Services and they are subject to diﬀerent cleaning/calibra on procedures.
Correc ons take into account clu er, beam blocking and a enua on. Unfortunately, as explained to the
other reviewer, these procedures are described, if present, by internal documenta on in italian, not
suitable for being used as a reference.
The “procedure” O-B>5dBZ is not a quality check, it is explained more in detail in the next replies sec on
regarding set-ups about radar data assimila on.
However the text was not clear and the sentence P7L4 in the new version of the manuscript has been
modiﬁed:
Before assimila on raw reﬂec vity are pre-processed taking into account non meteorological echoes, beam
blocking and a enua on to improve the quality of data. In par cular, it is important to eliminate the clu er
signal…
● In the experiments of rad60_roe10 and rad60_roe0.5, is the QC during assimila on the same?
Yes, the QC is the same.
● I don’t quite follow with the ra onale in the last paragraph on Page 15. With rad15_roe0.5, It should
be the assimila on introduces the small-scale features, instead of losing the ability to “correct” the
small-scale errors. To verify this, I suggest that the authors can compare the KE spectrum before
(background) and a er (analysis) assimila on.
In the paragraph the expression “small scale structures” was used wrongly to indicate “small scale
noise”. Now it is corrected. We stress that, analyzing KE spectra, we only want to assess if some
conﬁgura ons employed to assimilate reﬂec vity volumes provide more balanced analyses than
other conﬁgura ons. According to Skamarock (2004), higher values of KE at the smallest
wavelengths of experiment rad15_roe0.5 compared to those of rad60 indicate that the former
experiment is more unbalanced than the la er.
6. Informa on and setups about Radar data assimila on are not clear.
● Although Bick et al. (2016) had described the operator characteris cs, and other radar data
management. It will s ll be essen al for this paper to brieﬂy provide the important informa on
related to data assimila on. For example, the volume used to construct the superobserva on
(degree, gate, etc..?). Are all the radar data from diﬀerent observa on intervals with diﬀerent radars
used for construc ng the superobserva ons?
Informa ons regarding volume data in input are given in the descrip on in the sec on “assimilated
data”: volumes have a range resolu on of 1km, while the azimuthal resolu on is 1 degree for Bric
della Croce and Se epani and 0.9 degree for San Pietro Capoﬁume and Ga a co.
Superobserva ons are made individually for each acquisi on.
● Page 7, line 6: Is there a precondi on to reject (O-B > 5dBz) to avoid large innova ons associated to
non-precipita ng signals? If (O-B >5dBz), doesn’t it mean that observa on tend to have more rain
water? Are the assimila on/forecast results sensi ve to such choice?
To avoid misunderstandings, we stress that what the reviewer calls “O-B > 5dBz” means that
reﬂec vity values which are smaller than 5 dBZ are set equal to 5 dBZ. This correc on is made for

●

●

●

both the observa on and background ﬁelds. This is done to avoid that large innova ons associated
to non-precipita ng signals would lead to large analysis increments without physical relevance. This
choice does not imply that observa on ﬁeld tend to have more water, since the “correc on” is
applied to both observa on and background ﬁelds. We have not tested diﬀerent values of
threshold, since the value of 5 dBZ has already been employed in other studies (Bick et al., 2016).
If the horizontal grid-spacing of the analysis domain is 2.2km, isn’t it too coarse to have
superobserva ons with resolu on of 10km?
Actually, analysis weights are computed on a coarser grid (6.6km). Anyway, even if the analysis grid
had been 2.2 km, a higher resolu on for superobbing would have violate the assump on that
observa ons are independent.
Some explana ons about the analysis coarse grid are added at the end of sec on 2.2:
The KENDA suite also allows to compute the analysis weights on a coarsened grid (Yang et al.,
2009). Weights computed on this coarsened grid are then interpolated to the model grid and
a erwards used to calculate analysis increments. In this way, the computa onal cost is decreased
without aﬀec ng nega vely the accuracy of analysis (Yang et al., 2009). In the present study, a
coarsening factor equal to 3 is employed
Since Bick et al. (2016) used an observa on error of 10dBz, is there a par cular reason why this
study reduces the observa on error to 5dBz?
As stated in the last paragraph of sec on 2.3, the value of 5 dBZ has been es mated by applying
Desroziers’ sta s cs to our case study. To stress this concept, it is stated also at the beginning of
sec on 3.3, modifying the sentence as follows:
In addi on to the value of 5 dBZ employed so far, which was es mated applying the diagnos c
described in Desroziers et al. (2005) to this case study, two other values of roe are tested: 10 dBZ
and 0.5 dBZ.
Page 7, line 28: Isn’t the radial velocity also assimilated? It’s not clear to me why the authors only
emphasize on the contribu on from reﬂec vity.
In this work only reﬂec vity has been assimilated. The radar operator gives the possibility to
assimilate also radial winds, but at the moment we haven’t tested them yet. As it does not seem
too clear, we have modiﬁed the paragraph on P6L11:
Although the operator gives the possibility to assimilate both radial winds and reﬂec vi es, in the
present work only reﬂec vity volumes are assimilated.

Minor comments
Please provide the following Informa on
● Page 3, line 28: what is the model top of the model?
This sentence is added:
The model top is at 22 km.
● Page 5, line 4: please spell out the full name of the ICON model.
Done.
● Page 5, line11, 14: It’s not clear the composite map is composed by what data? Radar only? Or
weighted average with the surface rain rate? Is this the same as the observa ons employed to
perform SAL? (Page 9, lines 16-17)
SRI from the radar composite is composed only by radar data. To perform SAL, SRI (used for LHN
during assimila on) is corrected using rain-gauges. Please note that SAL is employed only for the
veriﬁca on of forecasts. Some small modiﬁca ons are made in the paragraph to improve its clarity.
● Page, 7, line19: I would suggest to cite the original reference for the LETKF scheme: Hunt et al. 2007.
In Bonavita et al. (2010) the implementa on of the LETKF in COMet is described in detail, so we
think it is a be er reference than Hunt et al. (2007).
● Should I assume that the horizontal grid-spacing of the domain for assimila on is 2.2km?
No, as reported above, a coarse analysis grid is employed. Details about that are added at the end
of sec on 2.2.

●

●

Page 10, line 20: “observed rainfall ﬁeld consists of at least 1000 grid points”=> It would be be er to
change the observed target based on the deﬁni on of area (e.g. 50km x 50km?).
The sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
The average is computed considering only cases in which the observed rainfall ﬁeld consists of at
least 1000 grid points (3 events at lead me +6h, 4 otherwise), which is approximately equal to an
area of 50x50 km^2.
Page 16, line 3-4: Actually, a lot of eﬀorts have been devoted to assimila on of radar reﬂec vity
data already. I am not sure why the authors have such statement
We refer to the assimila on of reﬂec vity volumes in an opera onal data assimila on system. The
sentence is modiﬁed as follows:
Assimila on of radar data is a challenging issue and most of the previous studies is devoted to the
assimila on of rainfall es ma on, while few to the direct employment of reﬂec vity observa ons in
an opera onal data assimila on system.
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Abstract. Quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) is still a challenge for numerical weather prediction (NWP), despite the
continuous improvement of models and data assimilation systems. In this regard, the assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes
should be beneficial, since the accuracy of analysis is the element that most affects short-term QPFs. Up to now, very few
attempts have been made to assimilate these observations in an operational set-up, due to the large amount of computational
5

resources needed and to several open issues, like the arise of imbalances in the analyses and the estimation of the observational
evaluate the impact of the assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes employing a Local
error. In this work, it is evaluated we
::::::::::
Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF), implemented for the convection permitting model of the COnsortium for Smallverification
scale Modelling (COSMO). A 4 days test case on February 2017 is considered and QPF is evaluated in terms of the
::::::::::::
of
QPFs is performed using the SAL technique, an object-based method which allows to evaluate structure , amplitude and
:::::::::::::::::::::::

10

location of precipitation fields decompose
the error in precipitation fields in terms of structure (S), amplitude (A) and location
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(:L:).::Results obtained assimilating radar reflectivity volumes are compared to those of the operational system of the HydroMeteo-Climate Service of the Emilia-Romagna region (Arpae-SIMC), in which only conventional data are employed . and
:::
latent heat nudging (LHN) is applied using surface rainfall intensity (SRI) estimated from the Italian radar network data.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The
impact of assimilating reflectivity volumes using LETKF in combination or not to LHN is assessed. Furthermore, some
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
15

sensitivity tests are performed to evaluate the impact of the :::::
effects:::
of additive inflation, of the lenght :::::
length:of assimilation
windows and of the reflectivity observational error. Finally, balance issues are assessed in terms of kinetic energy spectra and
providing some examples of how these affect prognostic fields.
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Introduction

Numerical weather prediction (NWP) models are widely used in meteorological centres to produce forecasts of the state of the
atmosphere. In particular, they play a key role in the forecast of precipitation (Cuo et al., 2011), which arouses a great interest
due to the many applications in which it is involved, like ::::
from the issue of severe weather warnings or for ::
to:decision making
in several branches of agriculture, industry and transportation. Therefore, an accurate quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF)
is of great value for society and economic activities.
1

In recent years, the increase of available computing resources has allowed to increment NWP model ::::::
spatial resolution and
to improve the accuracy of parametrization schemes:, :::::::
enabling:::
to ::::::
develop:::::::::::::::::::
convection-permitting ::::::
models:(Clark et al., 2016).
Despite that, QPF is still a challenge since it is affected by uncertainties in timing, location and intensity (Cuo et al., 2011;
Röpnack et al., 2013). These errors arise partly from the chaotic behaviour of the atmosphere and from shortcomings in the
5

model physics (Berner et al., 2015), but the main factor which affects the quality of QPF, especially in the short range (3-12
hours), is the accuracy of initial conditions (Dixon et al., 2009; Clark et al., 2016).
The initial condition (analysis) is generally produced by a data assimilation procedure which combines model state (background or first guess) and observations to provide the best estimate of the actual state of the atmosphere at a given time.
In the last decades, different assimilation schemes have been proposed and implemented operationally in meteorological
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centres around the world. They can be divided in two different
families: those based on a variational approach, like three::::::::
dimensional variational data assimilation (3D-Var: Courtier et al., 1998) and four-dimensional variational data assimilation
(4D-Var: Buehner et al., 2010b)and ,: those based on the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF: Evensen, 1994; Houtekamer and
Mitchell, 1998) and
those based on the particle filter (PF; see van Leeuwen, 2009 for a review). At the convective scale, EnKF
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
methods seem to be preferable to variational schemes (Schraff
et al., 2016). In fact, they determine explicitly the background
::::::::::::::::

15

error covariance, which is highly flow-dependent at the convective scale. Furthermore, in a variational scheme it: is not straightforward to update any variable of a NWP model since an explicit linear and adjoint relation to the control vector of prognostic
variables is needed. These problems are partly addressed by employing hybrid EnKF-Variational techniques (like Wang et al.,
2008; Gustafsson and Bojarova, 2014) but these approaches have mostly been applied to larger scale NWP. Another
option may
::::::::::::::::
be to employ particle filters but, despite the efforts to overcome the dimensionality challenges of these assimilation techniques

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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(e.g.
Poterjoy, 2016), it is still not feasible for operational applications. Several variants of EnKF have been suggested (for a
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
survey refer to Meng and Zhang, 2011) and one of the most popular is the local ensemble transform Kalman filter (LETKF),
proposed by Hunt et al. (2007). It is used operationally in several meteorological centres like at COMET (Bonavita et al., 2010),
at MeteoSwiss employing the version of the scheme developed for the COSMO consortium (Schraff et al., 2016) and for research purposes at the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA; Miyoshi et al., 2010) and at the European Centre of Medium-Range

25

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Hamrud et al., 2015)
The quality of the analysis is not determined only by the data assimilation scheme employed, but also by the quality and
amount of observations that can be assimilated. With this aim, the assimilation of radar observations can be very beneficial,
since they are highly dense in space (both horizontally and vertically) and in time. Up to now, several attempts have been
made to improve the quality of analyses and subsequently the accuracy of QPFs by assimilating rainfall data estimated from
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radar reflectivity observations (Jones and Macpherson, 2006; Leuenberger and Rossa, 2007; Sokol, 2009; Davolio et al., 2017).
few::::
tries:::::
have ::::
been :::::
made :to directly assimilate reflectivity
Conversely, only recently EnKF techniques have been employed :::
volumes in a convection permitting model (Bick et al., 2016) with employing
EnKF techniques (e.g. Snyder and Zhang, 2003
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
),
especially in an operational framework (Bick et al., 2016). Despite some promising results. However, many issues affect the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
assimilation of reflectivity volumes at high spatial resolution and several aspects need to be further investigated.

2

35

First of all, the length of the assimilation window, which is one of the key aspects of any data assimilation system, has to
be examined. In EnKF methods, a short window would be desirable to avoid that dynamical features leave the area where
computed localized increments are significant (Buehner et al., 2010a) :::
and ::
to:::::
better::::::::
preserve :::
the :::::::::
gaussianity:::
of :::
the ::::::::
ensemble
which
can be compromised by non-linearities (Ferting et al., 2007). On the other hand, a too short window would lead to
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
an increase of imbalances in the analysis, since the model has no the time to filter spurious gravity waves, introduced at

5

each initialization, throughout the forecast step of the assimilation cycle. When reflectivity volumes are assimilated, the
window length becomes even more crucial ::::
since:::::
these:::::::::::
observations :::::
allow::
to:::::
catch:::::
small:::::
scale:::::::
features:::
of :::
the ::::::::::
atmosphere
(Houtekamer
and Zhang, 2016). In order to exploit the high temporal frequency of these data, which is essential to properly
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
characterize fast developing and moving precipitation systems, it seems reasonable to employ short windows to assimilate, in
each cycle, only observations collected very close to the analysis time. Furthermore, the choice of a short window is encouraged

10

by the use of a severe spatial localization ::::
short::::::::::
localization:::::
scales, which has to be employed since small scales features are
observed(Houtekamer and Zhang, 2016). Conversely, the big amount of radar observations enhances the instability imbalance
::::::::
imbalances:generated in the model by each initialisation should be checked and kept under
issue and, therefore, the instability :::::::::
control.
Another important issue is how to determine the observational error for radar reflectivities. As for any other observation, this

15

is influenced by three different sources: instrumental errors, representativity errors and observation operator errors. Since none
of these is:::
are known, the choice of its value is not straightforward and can be estimated only in a statistical sense. Considering
the amount of radar data, a correct estimation of the observational error is crucial, since even a small departure from the correct
Moreover, it should be taken into account that the use
value can have a large impact on the quality of the analyses. Finally::::::::
of the radar data is highly dependent on the observation operator adopted and its biases should also be studied and ideally
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removed. Finally,
a further challenge is the estimation of the observational error correlation especially when dealing with radar
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
data
assimilation, due to the high density of this type of observations..
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
At Arpae-SIMC, the Hydro-Meteo-Climate Service of the Emilia-Romagna region, in Italy, a LETKF scheme is used to
provide the initial conditions to the convection-permitting components of the operational modeling chain, consisting of one
deterministic run and of one ensemble system both at 2.2 km of horizontal resolution. Currently,
only conventional data are
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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assimilated
throughout the LETKF scheme and latent heat nudging ((LHN; Stephan et al., 2008) is performed using rainfall
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
intensity
estimated from the Italian radar network data. The purpose of this paper is to present the first results obtained by
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
assimilating in this scheme the reflectivity volumes of the Italian radar networkwhen
also reflectivity volumes are assimilated
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
using
the LETKF scheme. In particular, :::
the ::::::
impact ::
of:::::::::::
assimilating :::::::::
reflectivity :::::::
volumes::
in:::::::::::
combination::
or::::
not ::::
with :::::
LHN ::
is
:::::::::::::::::::::
evaluated. Furthermore, it is studied the sensitivity of the obtained analysis to two important characteristics of the assimilation
::::::::::::::::::::
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cycle: the length of each cycle and the observational error attributed to the radar reflectivities.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the model and the data assimilation system employed are described, as well
as the observations employed and the set-up of the experiments performed. Furthermore, the verification method is explained.
In section 3 results are shown and discussed. In section 4 some conclusions are drawn.

3

Figure 1. Integration domain and corresponding orography of the COSMO model employed in this study.

2

Data, model and methodology

2.1

The COSMO model

The COSMO model (Baldauf et al., 2011) is a non-hydrostatic limited-area model developed by the multi-national COnsortium
for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO) and it is designed for both operational NWP and several research applications. It is based
5

on the primitive equations describing compressible flows in a moist atmosphere and the continuity equation is replaced by
a prognostic equation for the pressure perturbation (deviation from a reference state). The prognostic variables involved in
these equations are the three dimensional wind vector, temperature, pressure perturbation, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and
specific amount of water vapour, cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow and graupel.
In the present study, the COSMO model is run at 2.2 km horizontal resolution over a domain covering Italy and part of the
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neighbouring countries (Figure 1) and employing 65 terrain-following hybrid layers. :::
The::::::
model :::
top ::
is ::
at ::
22::::
km.
Regarding set-up and parametrizations, deep convection is resolved explicitly while the shallow convection is parametrized
following the non-precipitating part of Tiedtke scheme (Tiedtke, 1989). Cloud formation and decay is controlled by a Lin-type
one moment bulk microphysics scheme which includes all the prognostic microphysical species (Lin et al., 1983; Seifert and
Beheng, 2001). The turbulent parametrization is based on a TKE equation with a closure at level 2.5, according to Raschendor-
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fer (2001). Radiative effects are described by the δ-two-stream radiation scheme of Ritter and Geleyn (1992) for short-wave
and long-wave fluxes. Finally, the lower boundary conditions at the ground are provided by the multi-layer soil model TERRA
(Doms et al., 2011).

4

2.2

The KENDA system

The KENDA system (Schraff et al., 2016) implements for the COSMO model the LETKF scheme described by Hunt et al.
(2007). In this implementation, the method is fully four dimensional, that is all observations collected during the assimilation
window contribute to determine the analysis and the related model equivalents are computed using the prognostic variables at
the proper observation time. ::
To:::::
avoid:::::::
spurious::::::::::::
long-distance ::::::::::
correlations ::
in :::
the ::::::::::
background ::::
error:::::::::
covariance::::::
matrix,::::::::
analyses
5

are performed independently for each model grid point taking into account only nearby observations (observation localization).

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Observations
are weighted according to their distance from the grid point considered using the Gaspari-Cohn correlation
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
function
(Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). In the present work, two different values of the Gaspari-Cohn localization length-scale are
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
employed
for conventional and radar observations: 80 km for the former, 16 km for the latter (as done by Bick et al., 2016).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The limited size of the ensemble, combined to the assumption of a perfect model made in the LETKF scheme, leads to an
10

underestimation of the background and analysis variances (e.g. Anderson, 2009) and, as a consequence, the quality of analyses
is negatively affected. To address this issue, KENDA provides some techniques to enlarge the spread of the ensemble (for a
complete description of each of them refer to Schraff et al., 2016). Here, multiplicative covariance inflation (Anderson and
Anderson, 1999) and the relaxation to prior perturbation (RTPP; Zhang et al., 2004) are employed. The former consists in
inflating the analysis error covariance by a factor ρ greater than one which is estimated following Houtekamer et al. (2005).
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The latter lies on the relaxation of the analysis ensemble perturbations towards the background ensemble perturbations by
replacing at each grid point the analysis perturbation matrix in ensemble space Wa by
(1 − αp )Wa + αp I

(1)

where I is the identity matrix and αp = 0.75 (see also Harnisch and Keil, 2015). Another approach provided by KENDA to
account for model error is the additive inflation. The basic idea is to add random noise with mean 0 and covariance Q to
20

the analysis ensemble members, where Q is the model error covariance matrix (Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2005). Since Q is
not known, it is assumed to be proportion ::::::::::
proportional:(by a factor smaller than 1) to a static background error covariance B
(Mitchell and Houtekamer, 2000). Additive This
technique has already been employed with a positive impact in convective
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
scale
data assimilation (e.g. Dowell and Wicker, 2009). In the present work, additive inflation is used together with multiplica::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
tive inflation and to RTPP only in one experiment, using:::::::::
employing a climatological B-matrix from the 3D-VAR of the ICON
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Icosahedral
Nonhydrostatic (ICON) global model (Zängl et al., 2015). ::::::::
Although :::
the:::
use::
of::a :::::
lower:::::::::
resolution ::::::::
B-matrix ::::
may
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
not
allow to properly characterize the model error at the smallest scales, the same configuration has been gainfully employed
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
at
MeteoSwiss (Leuenberger and Merker, 2018).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The
KENDA suite also allows to compute the analysis weights on a coarsened grid (Yang et al., 2009). Weights computed
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
on
this coarsened grid are then interpolated to the model grid and afterwards used to calculate analysis increments. In this way,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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the
computational cost is decreased without affecting negatively the accuracy of analysis (Yang et al., 2009). In the present
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
study,
a coarsening factor equal to 3 is employed.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5

Figure 2. Domain covered by the composite of the The
Italian radar network. :::
For ::::
each ::::
radar :::
the :::::::::
approximate:::::::
coverage::::
area :
is::::::
shown. :::
All
:::
radars
contribute to the composite generation employed in LHN. Radars highlighted in red are used to directly assimilate reflectivity volumes
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
throughout
KENDA.
:::::::::::::::

2.3

Assimilated data

KENDA allows the assimilation of both conventional and non conventional observations.
Conventional observations assimilated in this work include aircraft measurements (AMDAR) of temperature and horizontal
wind, surface station measurements (SYNOP) of 10 m horizontal wind, 2 m temperature, 2 m relative humidity and surface
pressure, radiosonde data (TEMP) of temperature, horizontal wind and humidity.
Fields of surface rainfall rate (SRI) are also assimilated in each member of the assimilation ensemble using a Latent Heat
5

Nudging Scheme (LHN; Stephan et al., 2008). SRI data come from the composite of Italian radar network and are distributed
by the National Department of Civil Protection and cover the area of Figure 2.
These data have a temporal resolution of 10 minutes and a spatial resolution of 1 km, but before the assimilation they are
interpolated at the model resolution. The composite is obtained as a weighted average of surface rain rates from single stations,
where weights are represented by quality. Data coming from each radar station undergo:) a quality control that removes data

10

with low quality depending in particular on the distance from the radar station itself. These fields are assimilated through the
Latent Heat Nudging scheme, based on the fact that the latent heat, integrated along the vertical column, is approximately
proportional to the precipitation observed. It acts in rescaling temperature profiles with an adjustment of the humidity field
according to the ratio between observed and modelled rain rates. LHN is applied continuously during the integration of the

6

model and it is able to capture the dynamical structure and the right rainfall amount of the storm in a perfect environment and
15

it can be gainfully used also in complex terrain (Leuenberger and Rossa, 2004; Leuenberger and Rossa, 2007). In the KENDA
framework this allows to have the model first guess closer to the observed atmospheric state, improving the analysis quality.
With regards to non conventional observation, KENDA allows also the assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes and radial
winds. Radar data are assimilated through the Efficient Modular VOlume RADar Operator (EMVORADO) expressly designed
for the COSMO model. It simulates the radar reflectivity factor and radial velocities processing the COSMO model fields one
radar system at a time. Operator characteristics, resolution and the management of no-precipitation information are described

5

in (Bick et al., 2016).
In the present work, radar reflectivities ::::::::
Although :::
the :::::::
operator:::::
gives::::
the :::::::::
possibility ::
to:::::::::
assimilate ::::
both:::::
radial::::::
winds::::
and
reflectivities,
in the present work only reflectivity volumes are assimilated, but only on Northern Italy. Radar reflectivity :.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Reflectivity
volumes come from four different radar stations over
Northern Italy (red circles in Figure 2): Bric Della Croce
::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Piedmont Region), Settepani (Liguria Region), Gattatico and San Pietro Capofiume (Emilia-Romagna Region). Due to the
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complex orography of the considered area, radar are placed at very different altitudes and have different acquisition strategies.
Observations are acquired every 10 minutes for Bric Della Croce radar, every 5 minutes for Settepani radar, every 15 minutes
for San Pietro Capofiume radar and every 15 minutes starting from minutes 05 :5:and 10 of each hour for Gattatico radar. At
lowest beam elevation angle the covered domain is presented in Figure ??.
Domain covered by radar systems used in this study at their lowest elevation beam angle

15

Raw reflectivities are pre-processed to eliminate non meteorological echoes, in particular, to eliminate the clutter signal
that would affect the analysis retrieval introducing spurious observations. Data have a range resolution of 1 km, while the
azimuthal resolution is 1 degree for Bric Della Croce and Settepani and 0.9 degree for San Pietro Capofiume and Gattatico.
Due to the Before
assimilation raw reflectivity are pre-processed taking into account non meteorological echoes, beam blocking
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and
attenuation to improve the quality of data. In particular, it is important to eliminate the clutter signal that would affect the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20

analysis
retrieval introducing spurious observations. However, due to the fact that volumes from single radars undergo different
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
pre-processing, it is not possible to define a homogeneous quality criterion. For this reason:, all data in the volume , that are not
rejected from pre-processing step , are supposed to have the same quality and are used into the assimilation cycle.
The high temporal and spatial density of observations is precious to estimate the initial state of numerical weather forecast.
This allows to gather a lot of information on the real state of the atmosphere, but it determines an increase in analysis compu-
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tational cost, in data transfer time and in memory disk occupation. Moreover, a spatial and/or temporal high density violates
the assumption made in the most part of assimilation schemes: the non-correlation of observational errors. To reduce the total
amount of data and to extract essential content of information, the superobbing technique is chosen. In this way, reflectivities
over a defined area are combined through a weighted mean into one single observation representative of the desired greater
spatial scale. As in Bick et al. (2016), the horizontal resolution chosen in this work for the superobbing is equal to 10 km.
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Furthermore, before performing superobbing ::
on:::
the::::::::
observed:::
and:::::::::
simulated ::::
fields, a threshold of 5 dBZ is applied to observed
and simulated both
fields in order to avoid that large innovations associated to non-precipitating signals would lead to large
::::
analysis increments without physical relevance.

7

To evaluate the observational error associated
to reflectivity volumes, a diagnostic based on statistical averages of observations::::::::::::::::::::::::::
minus-background and observations-minus-analysis residuals, as described in Desroziers et al. (2005), is used. The estimated
35

value is, on average along the vertical, Employing
all radar data available during the test case, a reflectivity observational error
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(:roe
) equal to 5 dBZ is
estimated, as found also by Tong and Xue (2005).
::::::::::
:::::::::
Finally,
fields of surface rainfall intensity (SRI) are also assimilated in each member of the assimilation ensemble using a
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
latent
heat nudging scheme. SRI data come from the composite of the Italian radar network (all circles in Figure 2) and are
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
distributed
by the National Department of Civil Protection. These data have a temporal resolution of 10 minutes and a spatial
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5

resolution
of 1 km, but before the assimilation they are interpolated at the model resolution. Data coming from each station
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
undergo
a quality control that removes those with low quality. The quality depends on different factors such as ground clutter,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
beam
blocking, range distance, vertical variability and attenuation as described in Rinollo et al. (2013). The composite is then
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
obtained
as a weighted average of surface rain rates from single radar stations, where weights are represented by quality. These
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
fields
are assimilated through the LHN scheme, based on the assumption that the latent heat, integrated along the vertical
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

column,
is approximately proportional to the precipitation observed. The scheme, which is applied continuously during the
:::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
integration of the model, acts in rescaling temperature profiles with an adjustment of the humidity field according to the ratio

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

between
observed and modelled rain rates. LHN has been gainfully employed in different frameworks, including forecasts
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
over
complex terrain (Leuenberger and Rossa, 2004; Leuenberger and Rossa, 2007). Our hypothesis is that, in the KENDA
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
framework,
LHN allows to have the model first guess closer to the observed atmospheric state, improving the analysis quality.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
15

For
this reason, in all experiments (except one) presented here, LHN is applied together to the direct assimilation of reflectivity
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
volumes through KENDA.

::::::::::::::::::::::

2.4

Experimental set-up

The KENDA system is implemented operationally at Arpae using an ensemble of 20 members plus a deterministic run, which
is obtained by applying the Kalman gain matrix for the ensemble mean to the innovations of the deterministic run itself.
20

In principle, ensemble mean analyses can be deployed to initialize the deterministic forecasts, but this would lead to some
inaccuracies since the mean of a non-Gaussian ensemble is generally not in balance (Schraff et al., 2016). For this reason
the deterministic branch is added to the system, which differs from the ensemble ones only due to boundary conditions. The
ensemble members use lateral boundary conditions provided each 3 hours at a 10 km horizontal resolution by the ensemble
of the data assimilation system of the Centro Operativo per la Meteorologia (COMet), based on a LETKF scheme (Bonavita

25

et al., 2010). The deterministic run employs hourly boundary conditions provided by a 5 km version of COSMO run at Arpae
(COSMO-5M) which domain covers a large part of the Mediterranean basin ans surrounding countries.
In the operational set-up employed
at Arpae, the COSMO model configuration described in Section 2.1 is adopted for all the
:::::::::::::::
21 members. At present, in the operational chain only conventional observations are assimilated and LHN is performed on each
member of the ensemble. The KENDA analyses are used operationally to provide initial conditions to COSMO-2I, the 2.2 km

30

determinstic run initialized twice a day at 00 UTC and 12 UTC and to COSMO-2I EPS, an ensemble which is run every day

8

at 00 UTC for a 48 hours forecast range. In this work, deterministic forecasts starting from the KENDA deterministic analysis
are also performed, in order to evaluate the quality of the analysis also from its impact when used to initialise a forecast.
To evaluate the impact of the assimilation of reflectivity radar volumes, several experiments are performed employing different configurations. The complete list is provided in Table 1. In the control experiment, called conv60, the set-up of the
operational chainis replicated: ,::::::::
described::
in:::
the:::::::
previous::::
two ::::::::::
paragraphs, :is:::::::::
replicated.:::
In particular,
this means that in conv60
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
experiment
only conventional data are assimilated in KENDA in :::::
using :::::::
KENDA:::::::
through :cycles of 60 minutes and the LHN
::::::::::::::
is performed during the forecast step of each assimilation cycle. All the other experiments involve the assimilation of both
5

conventional data and reflectivity volumes, in addition to LHN. In the rad60 experiment, radar measurements are assimilated using a reflectivity observation error (roe) of 5 dBZ and a 60 minutes assimilation window is employed. A comparison
with conv60, from which rad60 differs only due to the inclusion of radar data in the KENDA system, allows an assessment
In
of whether, under the same conditions, the assimilation of reflectivity observations improves the quality of analyses. The ::
rad60_nolhn
and rad60_Bm experiments the same set-up of rad60 is employedin the experiment rad60_Bm, but ,::::
but ::
in :::
the
:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

former
the LHN procedure is switched off in order to assess the impact of the assimilation of radar data only by means of
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
KENDA, while in the latter additive inflation is applied to increase the spread of the ensemble.
::::::::::::::::::::::

Trial

Window length [min]

conv60

60

rad60

60

rad60_::::
nolhn:

60
::

::::::::::

:

:::::::

rad60_Bm

60

conv. + radar

5

Additive inflation

rad30

30

conv. + radar

5

-

rad15

15

conv. + radar

5

-

:::::

Assimilated obs.

roe [dBZ]

Note

conv.

-

-

conv. + radar

5

-

conv. + radar

5

No LHN

rad60_lst15

60

conv. + radar

5

Use obs. in the last 15 min. of the window

rad60_roe10

60

conv. + radar

10

-

rad60_roe0.5

60

conv. + radar

0.5

-

rad15_roe10

15

conv. + radar

10

-

rad15_roe0.5
15
conv. + radar
0.5
Table 1. Experimental set-up of each trial ::::::::
experiment:including the length of the assimilation cycles, the type of observations assimilated,
the reflectivity observation error (roe) associated to radar data and any additional feature.

All the other experiments involve the assimilation of both conventional data and reflectivity volumes, in addition to LHN.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

In order to test the impact of assimilating only observations which are not too far from the analysis time, experiments on
the duration of the assimilation windows are performed. This is tested by comparing rad60 to experiments rad30 and rad15
15

which differ from rad60 only for the length of the assimilation window, equal to 30 and 15 minutes respectively. An alternative
way to assimilate only the most relevant observations is to select in each cycle a subset of data including the closest to the

9

analysis time. In the experiment rad60_lst15 an assimilation window of 60 minutes is employed but only the observations
(both conventional and radar reflectivities) collected in the last 15 minutes of the cycle are taken into account.
Since the estimation of observation error is not straightforward and different techniques can be applied, it is worth to evaluate the sensitivity of the assimilation system to this parameter. In addition to the value of 5 dBZ employed in the previous
experiments, two other values are selected: 10 dBZ or 0.5 dBZ. Both of them are tested employing a 60 minutes assimilation
window (rad60_roe10 and rad60_roe0.5) and using 15 minutes cycles (rad15_roe10 and rad15_roe0.5).
The experiments described above are carried out over a period of almost 4 days from 3 February 2017 February
3rd at 06
:::::::::::
5

UTC to 7 February 2017 February
7th at 00 UTC . in
2017. During 3 and 4 February, middle tropospheric circulation over
:::::::::::
:::::::
Northern and Central Italy was dominated by southwesterly divergent flows associated with the passage of some precipitating
systems. In 5 February a trough moved from France to Italy and this caused the formation of new precipitations in Northern
Italy. During 6 February the trough moved slowly from Central Italy to the southern part of the country and precipitations
precipitation
systems weaken gradually. For each experiment, a set of 5 forecasts up to 48 hours is initialized using the analyses
:::::::::::::::::

10

generated during the assimilation procedure. Initialization times employed are 04 February at 00 and 12 UTC, 5 February at
00 and 12 UTC and 6 February at 00.
2.5

Verification

The performance of each experiment described in the previous section is assessed in terms of QPF employing two methods. The
areal:::::::
average values of
first:, ::::::::
employed:::
for:::
the::::::::::
verification :::::
during:::::::::::
assimilation ::::::
cycles, consists of comparing the area-average ::::
15

3-hourly precipitation: average precipitation forecasted by the model over an area is compared against the average precipitation
observed by raingauges ::::
over :::
the ::::
same:::::
area. :::
The:::::::::
raingauge ::::::
stations::::
used::
in::::
this ::::
work:(nearly 1500stations) over the same area:)
are
shown in Figure 3; note that they are approximately in the region where reflectivity volumes are assimilated. In order to
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
model:::::::::::
precipitation is first interpolated on station location (by
have comparable samples, precipitation forecasted by the model:::::
selecting the value at the nearest grid point). .:

20

The second method,:::::::
applied for
the verification of forecasts, employs the SAL metrics (Wernli et al., 2008), an object based
::::::::::::::::::::::::::
verification score which allows to overcome the limitations of traditional scores for convection-permitting models, like the
double-penalty problem (Rossa et al., 2008). The detection of individual objects in the accumulated precipitation fields is
achieved by considering continuous areas of grid points exceeding a selected threshold. Comparing objects from observed
and forecast fields, SAL provides information about the structure S, the amplitude A and the location L errors of QPF. A

25

perfect match between forecast and observations would lead to S = A = L = 0; the more values differ from 0, the greater the
disagreement between model and observations. More in detail, a too sharp/flat (broad/small) structure of forecast precipitation
compared to observations is associated to positive (negative) values of S; an overestimation (underestimation) of average
rainfall over the domain is associated to positive (negative) values of A; a misplacement of precipitation nuclei leads to positive
values of L. Note that L can range between 0 and 2, while S and A between -2 and 2.

30

Observations employed to perform SAL consist in 3-hourly accumulated precipitation estimated from the Italian radar
network (SRI)
and corrected using rain-gauges data. The radar estimates are derived from the SRI product which is assimilated
:::::
10

Figure 3. Raingauges
(dots) used for the verification of area-average precipitation during the assimilation procedure. In gray the domain
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
employed
for SAL verification is depicted.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

in each run with the LHN method, therefore they are not independent observations. Nevertheless, the assimilation takes place in
all experiments, making possible the use of this product for the evaluation of their relative performances. The radar-raingauges
adjustment, adapted for a radar composite, derives from the method described in Koinstinen and Puhakka (1981). The original
method comprises two terms: a range dependency adjustment and a spatial varying adjustment. In our case, only the second
term is taken into account due to the fact that, in overlapping areas of the composite, rainfall estimation is obtained combining
data from different radars and, therefore, the original information on the range distance from the radar is lost. The correction
5

is based on a weighted mean of the ratio between rain gauges and estimated radar rainfall amount calculated over the station
locations. Weights are a function of the distance of the grid point from the station and of a filtering parameter calculated as the
mean spacing between 5 observations. Then a smoothing factor is applied to the correction.
The verification area is shown in gray
in Figure 3.
::::::
Verification domain over Northern Italy is highlighted in dark grey
This choice is made to assess the impact of the assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes in the region where these data

10

are actually observed. Furthermore, regarding SAL, in Wernli et al. (2009) it is recommended to use a domain not larger than
500 × 500 km2 since, otherwise, the domain may include different meteorological systems making the interpretation of results
problematic. In
fact, if the domain contains strongly differing meteorological systems, then results obtained using the SAL
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
technique
may not be representative for the weakest one.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

3
3.1

Results
Impact of assimilating the radar reflectivities

A preliminary assessment of the impact of assimilating radar reflectivity volumes with the KENDA system is provided by
comparing conv60, in which only conventional observations are employed, and rad60, in which radar reflectivity data are

11

Figure 4. Area-average ::::
Areal::::::
average 3h precipitation for rain-gauges (black) in the verification area shown in Figure 3 and at the corresponding model forecast relative to experiments conv60 (red), rad60 (green),::::::::::
rad60_nolhn ::::::
(orange):and rad60_Bm (blue), during the assimilation
procedure.

SRI data is also applied in both experiments. Area-average
added. It is reminded that LHN of radar precipitation estimates using
::::::::::::
20

Areal
average 3-hourly precipitation forecasted during the assimilation procedure is displayed in Figure 4 for three these
::::
::::::::::::
experiments, employing precipitation recorded by rain-gauges (black line) as independent observation. Since the duration
of each assimilation cycle is 1 hour, the precipitation forecasted by the model during each hour is accumulated in order to
obtain the 3-hourly precipitation. Overall, the correspondence of rad60 (green, which will be used from here onwards to
identify uniquely this experiment) to observations is equal or better than that of conv60 (red). In some cases the improvement

5

is particularly relevant, like at 21 UTC on 3 February and at 15 UTC on 4 February. Only at 00 UTC on 4 February the
performance of conv60 is clearly better than that of rad60.
Since
in rad60 experiment both reflectivity volumes and surface rainfall intensity are assimilated (the former using KENDA,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the latter by LHN), the impact of assimilating reflectivity volumes may be hidden. To avoid this and to assess the influence

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

of
reflectivity observations in the assimilation procedure, LHN is switched off in rad60_nolhn experiment. Results displayed
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
10

in
Figure 4 show that average precipitation during assimilation cycles of rad60_nolhn (orange line) is similar to that of rad60
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with
an improvement on February 6th between 03 UTC to 09 UTC.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The same set-up of rad60 is used in the experiment rad60_Bm, but with the addition of additive inflation to enlarge the
ensemble spread. Mean precipitation during the assimilation cycles (blue line in Figure 4) differs from that of rad60 but, since
slight improvements at some instants are compensated by slight deteriorations at others, the overall impact of the use of additive

15

inflation seems to be neutralcannot
be judged.
:::::::::::::
For the five forecasts initialized from the analyses of each experiments, the precipitation is verified using SAL and employing
a 1 mm threshold to identify rainfall objects. ::::::::::
Verification ::::
using::a :3::::
mm::::::::
threshold::::
was :::
also:::::::::
performed::::
but, ::::
since::::::
results:::
do :::
not
differ
significantly from those obtained with a 1 mm threshold, they are not shown here. In Figure 5 the average of the absolute
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
12

Figure 5. Average of the absolute value of each component of SAL over the 5 forecasts initialized from conv60 (red), rad60 (green):,
rad60_nolhn (orange) and rad60_Bm (blue) analyses. Three-hourly precipitation is considered employing a threshold of 1mm. Cases in
::::::::: :::::::

which the observed precipitation field consist of less than 1000 points are not taken into account in the average.

value of each component of SAL is plotted as a function of lead time. Although forecasts are up to 48 hours, the verification is
20

shown only for the first 24 hours, since after this lead time scores of the different experiments become very close. The average
is computed considering only cases in which the observed rainfall field consists of at least 1000 grid points (3 events at lead
time +6h, 4 otherwise):, which
is approximately equal to an area of 50 × 50km2 . Using the absolute value of the components of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
SAL, only the magnitude of the error is considered, loosing the information on the type of error (e.g., for A, an overestimation
of forecast precipitation cannot be distinguished from an underestimation). This choice slightly limits the potential of SAL but

5

provides an intuitive picture of the overall performance of each experiments (a similar approach is employed by Davolio et al.,
2017). Differences between forecasts initialized from conv60 and from rad60 analyses are very small. Overall, the location of
precipitations (L component) of rad60 forecasts is only slightly improved compared to conv60 forecasts. The amplitude error A
is generally smaller in the first 12 hours, but from 15h onward the conv60 forecasts outperform the rad60 forecasts. Regarding
the structure component S, smaller errors for rad60 forecasts at some lead times are counterbalanced by smaller errors for

10

conv60 at other lead times, in a non coherent way. Therefore, even if the use of analyses obtained by assimilating reflectivity
volumes affects the structure of forecast precipitation, it is not possible to state if it is improved or deteriorated.

13

The When
LHN is not performed and radar data are assimilated only using KENDA, results (orange bars in Figure 5) are
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
not
significantly affected. Only a meaningful improvement can be noticed in the structure component at lead time +6h, but, at
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the same time, the error in the location component is increased. Since the combined assimilation of reflectivity volumes with

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

KENDA
and SRI by LHN does not have a negative impact on the quality of precipitation forecasts compared to the assimilation
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
only reflectivity observations, it is decided to not switch off the LHN for the other experiments. In fact, this choice does
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

not
affect the results of the sensitivity tests that are presented in this work and, at the same time, the LHN allows to use radar
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
derived
information on the state of the atmosphere in the whole Italian country, despite reflectivity volumes can be assimilated,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
at
present, only over Northern Italy.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Finally,
the addition of the additive inflation (rad60_Bm, blue bars ::
in :::::
Figure::
5) does not show a positive impact. At lead time
:::::::::
+6h a clear worsening of each of the 3 components of SAL can be noticed.

10

3.2

Impact of the length of the assimilation cycles

To obtain some insights about this topic, assimilation cycles of 15 and 30 minutes (respectively rad15 and rad30) are tested and
the results are compared with those obtained with the 60 minutes window (rad60). In the same way described in the previous
subsection, SAL verification is computed and averaged over the 5 forecasts initialized from the analyses of each trial. Results
are shown in Figure 6 where the green bars are associated to rad60 while red and orange to rad15 and rad30 respectively.
Regarding the location error, during the first 6 hours of forecast the performance of rad15 is similar to that of rad30 and both
are worse than rad60. Afterwards, the 3 experiments provides a very similar performance. In terms of structure and amplitude
components, the differences among the 3 different window lengths are generally small and non coherent over the 24 hours of
forecast.
5

In a further test, conventional and radar observations are assimilated only if collected during the last 15 minutes of each
assimilation cycle of 60 minutes (rad60_lst15). In this way, the total amount of assimilated data is reduced and the increments
computed by the LETKF scheme should be more appropriate for computing the analysis, since the observations time is always
very close to the analysis time. Actually, verification shown in Figure 6 (blue bars) does not point out an improvement of
rad60_lst15 if compared to rad60. In fact, except for a worsening in the S component at forecast time +3h and +6h, performance

10

of both experiments is very similar. Therefore, the assimilation of data closer to analysis time does not improve the forecast
quality.
In order to evaluate the instability ::::::::
imbalance:issue, the kinetic energy (KE) spectra of the experiments is computed following
the method described in Errico (1985). Curves displayed in Figure 7 are obtained as an average over the whole assimilation
period (from 3 February at 06 UTC to 7 February at 00 UTC) of KE spectra computed each hour using analysis values of u,

15

v and w over the whole domain. Kinetic energy spectra of rad15 (red) and rad60 (green) are almost overlapping, even at very
small wavelength:, ::::::::
indicating::::
that :::::::::
shortening :::
the :::::
length::
of::::::
cycles::::
from:::
60::
to:::
15 :::::::
minutes ::::
does :::
not ::::::::
introduce::::::::::
imbalances ::
in :::
the
analyses
(Skamarock, 2004). Furthermore, both spectra have a −5/3 dependence on the wavenumber beyond a wavelength of
:::::::::::::::::::::::
15-20 km, in agreement with observed spectra at the mesoscale (Nastrom and Gage, 1985). Same considerations apply also to
KE spectra of rad30 and to rad60_lst15, which are not shown.
14

Figure 6. As in Figure 5 but considering experiments rad15 (red), rad30 (orange), rad60 (green) and rad60_lst15 ) (blue).

20

As a conclusion, with the current set-up, the use of a sub-hourly window length does not introduce imbalances in the analysis.
It is anyway observed a slightly worsening of the precipitation forecast, especially in terms of location of rainfall nuclei.
3.3

Impact of changing the reflectivity observational error

A set of experiments is performed to investigate the impact of the reflectivity observation error in the assimilation scheme. In addition to the value of 5 dBZ employed so far, which
was estimated applying the diagnostic described in Desroziers et al. (2005)
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
25

to
this case study, two other values of roe are tested: 10 dBZ and 0.5 dBZ. The former is employed by Bick et al. (2016) for
:::::::::::::::
the assimilation of reflectivity volumes from the German radar network using KENDA and COSMO and, therefore, should
be reasonable also for the present study. The latter is a deliberately extreme value that may be chosen in the case of a great
confidence in the quality of radar observations. These two different values of roe are used in assimilation cycles of 60 minutes
(rad60_roe0.5 and rad60_roe10) and 15 minutes (rad15_roe0.5 and rad15_roe10). Therefore, they can be compared with the

30

experiments with our standard value of roe = 5dBZ, respectively rad60 and rad15.
Verification of forecasts initialized from the analyses of these experiments is reported in Figure 8. Regarding the experiments
with a 60 minutes assimilation cycle (left panel), the performance of rad60_roe0.5 is clearly worse than that of rad60. In fact,

15

Figure 7. Kinetic energy (KE) spectra computed following the method described by Errico (1985). Each curve is obtained averaging KE
spectra computed with a frequency of one hour during the assimilation procedure and employing analysis values of u, v and w over the whole
model domain. The spectra are displayed for experiments rad15 (red), rad60 (green), rad15_roe0.5 (yellow) and rad60_roe0.5 (violet). The
dashed black line represents a function with a dependence to the wavenumber equal to −5/3.

up to the lead time of +15h, each component of SAL for the former (violet) is almost equal or greater than that of the latter
(green) with the only exception for S at +3h. From +18h onwards, differences between the two become very small. On the other
hand, the performance of rad60_roe10 forecasts (orange) is very similar to that of rad60 at any lead time, apart for the error
in the structure of precipitation at +6h and +9h which is significantly greater for roe = 10dBZ. When considering assimilation
cycles of 15 minutes (right panel in Figure 8), the worsening of forecast precipitation employing a roe = 0.5dBZ (yellow)
compared to roe = 5dBZ (red) is further enhanced. In particular, precipitation in the first 12 hours is largely mis-placed and
5

its total amount is widely different from observations. In this regard, the verification of individual forecasts (not shown here)
reveals that the large error in A component is due to a systematic underestimation of the average precipitation over the domain.
Regarding rad15_roe10 (blue), similarly to what observed for 60 minutes cycles, the use of roe = 10dBZ instead of 5 dBZ

16

Figure 8. As in Figure 5 but considering, in the left panel, experiments rad60_roe0.5 (violet), rad60 (green) and rad60_roe10 (orange) while,
in the right panel, experiments rad15_roe0.5 (yellow) rad15 (red) and rad15_roe0.5 (blue).

does not affect radically the quality of forecasts, even if a slight improvement in each component of SAL can be observed at
+3h.
The overall poor quality of rad15_roe0.5 forecasts is the direct consequence of the poor quality of the analyses from which
they are initialized. As an example, in Figure 9 it is shown the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and specific humidity at 850
hPa of rad15_roe0.5 (right column) analysis on February 5 at 12 UTC and it is compared with the same quantities for the
analysis of rad60 (central column) and of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of ECMWF (left column). Slight variations
can be observed between IFS and rad60 analyses and it seems reasonable that they may simply arise from differences between
models and assimilation systems. Conversely, rad15_roe0.5 analysis exhibits a noticeable increase in MSLP and a decrease in
specific humidity over Northern Italy. This is in agreement with the decrease in forecast precipitation previously described.
5

In the same way as described in Section 3.2, KE spectra are computed for rad15_roe0.5 and rad60_roe0.5 and displayed
in Figure 7. In both cases, at the smallest wavelength the KE is significantly grater that that of rad15 or rad60 and this is
particularly evident for rad15_roe0.5. This behaviour is indicative of the presence of some undesired noise at small scales
(Skamarock, 2004). Therefore, employing a value of roe equal to 0.5 dBZ, the assimilation system is not able to correctly
especially when really short cycles are employed. Furthermore, the excess of energy assoremove small scale structuresnoise,
::::

10

ciated to the highest wavenumber modes propagates to the larger scales and the slope of the curves at wavelengths greater than
15 km differs from -5/3.
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Figure 9. Mean sea level pressure (top) and specific humidity at 850 hPa analysis on February 5 at 12 UTC for IFS (left) rad60 (middle) and
rad15_roe0.5 (right).

4

Conclusions

In the present work, the assimilation of reflectivity volumes in a high resolution model employing a LETKF scheme is evaluated. Assimilation of radar data is a challenging issue and most of the previous studies is devoted to the assimilation of rainfall
15

estimation, while very few to the direct employment of reflectivity observations in
an operational data assimilation system.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Here, results in terms of QPF obtained assimilating reflectivity volumes from 4 radars of the Italian network are shown and
compared to those produced with the current operational assimilation system ::
of :::::
Arpae, in which only conventional data are employed. Furthermore, some sensitivity tests are performed to investigate the impact of some parameters which can substantially
affect the quality of analyses.

20

The assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes with our selected set-up (rad60) only slightly improves QPF both during the
At::::
first
assimilation procedure and for the subsequent forecasts, compared to the assimilation of only conventional data. This ::
glance,
this result could be partly ascribed by the fact that radar data are already assimilated in the conv60 experiment, in form
::::::::::
of LHN of radar precipitation estimate. Even ::
In ::::
fact, ::::
even:if the precipitation estimate is only a product derived by applying
a complex algorithm to the volume of reflectivities, nevertheless its ingestion could influence the analysis so much that it is

25

difficult to add benefit with the assimilation of reflectivities themselves.::::::::
However,:::::
when:::::
LHN ::
is :::
not ::::::
applied:::
and:::::
radar::::
data :::
are
assimilated only through KENDA (rad60_nolhn), QPF accuracy is not improved. As a consequence, at this stage, the direct

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

assimilation
of reflectivity volumes does not outperform significantly LHN and the two techniques may be applied together
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
without
loss in QPF accuracy. It has also been shown that, even if the spread of the ensemble is very small (not shown), its
::::::::::::::::::::::::
enlargement by employing additive inflation does not improve the performance, instead, it leads to a modest worsening of the
30

results. One possible reason for this behaviour can be the use of a climatological B matrix generated from the ICON model run
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at a very different resolution. This test should be repeated when a B matrix provided by the COSMO model over the Italian
domain will be available.
For the case study considered in this work, the assimilation of data close to analysis time (at most collected 15 minutes
before) does not improve the quality of forecast obtained when all observations collected in the whole assimilation window
are employed. Nevertheless, this results suggests that this configuration can be employed without evident downsides to reduce
the computational cost of the KENDA system. Further tests would be necessary to evaluate if the same conclusion arises when
only observations at the analysis time are assimilated. Investigation of the instabilities generated with short assimilation cycles
5

shows that the use of a sub-hourly window length does not introduce imbalances in the analysis, but it slightly worsens the
forecast of precipitation, especially in terms of location of rainfall nuclei.
With regards to the observational error, it is found that a value of roe equal to 0.5 dBZ negatively affects the quality of the
analyses and of the subsequent forecasts, because the model is not able to remove noise at the smallest scales. This leads to
large errors in all prognostic fields in the area where radar data are assimilated and, as a consequence, to a very poor quality
of the forecasts. This is particularly significant when 15 minutes assimilation cycles are employed, in which case forecast
precipitation is strongly underestimated and mis-located. Conversely, a value of 10 dBZ does not degrade results both in 60

5

minutes and 15 minutes cycles and further tests are necessary to find out if a value grater than 5 dBZ can provide better results.
Another improvement of results may be obtained when roe is dependent on the range, elevation and radar station, but a better
comprehension and estimation of this value is mandatory before testing this configuration.
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